What do our exhibitor say?

This is our third time to exhibit at philbeauty. Our
company was a distributor of well-known imported
products like high-end gel polish, footcare, hair care
and other salon and spa products. For our company,
philbeauty 2018 is the perfect event to showcase our
high-end products and to introduce it to the growing
market. It helps us to connect with our existing clients
and also meet new ones as well. We will definitely be
on board again for next year’s philbeauty show.
Ms. Anna Sebastian
Business Manager
Mixexpert Manila, Philippines

We are a manufacturer based in Malaysia, our
background is salon, body and skin care products
manufacturing. We are happy to be here in the
Philippines because we like to find distributors and
OEM companies, we believe that Philippines is a big
market and we see lot of potential here. philbeauty is
actually a good avenue for our brands, to expose our
capabilities. We find that the crowd in philbeauty is
good and hopeful that the result will be good also. We
are positive that we will participate next year as we
have a lot of house brand to showcase.
Mr. Alvin Ng
Business Dev't Manager
Q&Z International PTE LTD

Thank you so much for inviting us, it’s our first time to
participate in philbeauty show and it has been
amazing. I am an exclusive Asia Pacific distributor for
SEYO TDA (TransDermal Application), this device is
used for transdermal application of products into
dermal layer of the skin. It’s amazing to be here since
it’s the first time that the device was introduced in
Philippine market. The exposure and education that
I’m able to partake to all of the participants in
introducing something new in the technology and the
beauty industry is a great experience for me.
Ms. Regina Martinez
Director
Asia Lifestyle Concept PTE LTD
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Basically, EUNICE INC is A distributor of raw materials
for cosmetics and pharmaceutical companies and also
offer toll manufacturing. This is actually our 4th time to
participate in philbeauty show, and we managed to get
more leads and business opportunities. We have met
some new clients that are interested to start their own
business. We expect next year that the venue will be
bigger and more visitors and clients we can talk to.
Mr. JR Lopez
Product Division Manager
EUNICE Inc.

Thank you so much for inviting us, it’s our first time to
participate in philbeauty show and it has been
amazing. I am an exclusive Asia Pacific distributor for
SEYO TDA (TransDermal Application), this device is
used for transdermal application of products into
dermal layer of the skin. It’s amazing to be here since
it’s the first time that the device was introduced in
Philippine market. The exposure and education that
I’m able to partake to all of the participants in
introducing something new in the technology and the
beauty industry is a great experience for me.

We are plastic manufacturing in China, we make tubes
bottles and cosmetic container, and this is our 2nd
time to be here in philbeauty show. It’s a really nice
show and I hope we are able to come back next year.
We are very excited to meet new clients in this show
and we have good products to offer them so hopefully
it will turn ok. For next philbeauty, we expect a bigger
venue and more visitors that we can meet. Congrats
and thank you!
Ms. Sharene Li
Sales Director
Guangzhou Broad Pack Plastic Co. Ltd

Ms. Liang Guijuan
Sales Manager

We joined philbeauty because it is very famous and the
largest beauty expo in the Philippines. We want to
explore our potential market and also to look for some
customer here. We also want to promote our company to
Philippine market. The atmosphere in philbeauty is very
good and the reaction of the clients is very amazing, so
we will definitely be back next year".
Mr. Karf Ng
Assistant Sales Manager
Hiplik Packaging Products FTY LTD, Hongkong

Spotts Inc. started since 1987 and we carry premium
luxury furnishing line for beauty and aesthetic called
BUCE. This is our first exhibition in the Philippines but we
constantly export to the US, Europe, Central Asia and
Southeast Asia. Our main goal is to get our products out,
get visitors to experience and see first-hand the quality of
our products and for us to be able to do that there is no
other platform than philbeauty in the Philippines, and
true enough there are a lot of people approached and
asked about our products. I actually rebooked a bigger
space for next year philbeauty. To UBM, congratulations,
it’s been our honor to be part of this momentous
occasion and we are look forward for next year!
Mr. Chase Tinio
President
Buce Spotts Inc.

Connell Bros Co. Pilipinas Inc. is here in the Philippines for 120 years and
we are into distribution of raw materials catering to 17 different industry
and one of which is the Personal Care Business. We have been visiting
every edition of philbeauty and I think this edition has a lot of foreign
companies, and this is a great time to meet with our friends in the industry.
Being in philbeauty is a great opportunity for us to know the marketing
trends, latest innovations in the market, and new products from Korea,
Thailand and other countries. We hope that next year edition our company
Connell Bros Co. will be an exhibitor. Thank you and Congrats!
Ms. Maricar Lopez
Business Group Manager
Connell Bros Co. Pilipinas Inc.
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